Mayra: Finish strong, help my family but do not forget about myself.

Rich: Move closer to my PhD, and lose weight.

Phyllis: Persevere through the challenges and struggles to complete the PhD, eat right, and work out consistently.

Lupe: El Centro (Lupe, Rich & Phyllis) is here with the same goals for Students to be Successful for self and for all of us.

Our Staff!!!

Our staff are very unique, and we all have goals that we hope to meet one day. We hope that by sharing these aspirations with you, it brings us closer together and inspires you to make some goals of your own!

Staff Goals

Justin: Graduate and build networking skills.

Britnee: Graduate by December and have a lustrous semester.

Doberto: Get good grades and clean house.

Jorge: Graduate in May, get into grad school and keep my house cleaner.

Corinne: Become famous, get a 4.0 do the dishes.

Meagan: Graduate in 4.5 years, work out consistently.

Hiram: Finish strong, get my insurance license before summer.

Fanny: Manage all classes, work out consistently.

Brandy: Change to Communication Studies, keep up with classes and eat better.

Gabe: Get ready for Grad school, finish strong with a 4.0 and workout.
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How We Keep the El Centro Familia Going

I can’t talk for every office at CSU but I can speak on behalf of El Centro when I say “we are familia.” It’s not that often that a bunch of strangers are put together in a work-space and become as close as we all are.

Keeping the family together is hard work. We try to communicate proactively, whether it be in meetings, at work, or in school. No one is perfect and we have our differences. At the end of the day we have to look at what is important and what aligns with our family values.

It helps to bring us together when we do things outside of work with each other. We have gone on hikes, played games, and participated in countless teambuilding activities. Getting together to participate in these kind of bonding experiences could strengthen your own family and bring you closer together.

As Latinos, we know that Familia is most important to us. As times change we need to keep this center value a part of our culture. We must work hard to be the best we can be as individuals and as strongly bonded group who provides support.